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Scientists in the field of human cognition have
conventionally viewed the mind as a computer distinct
from the body; however, mental processes and bodily
states are intertwined. As asserted by Lakoﬀ and Johnson
in their work Philosophy in the Flesh, reason is shaped by
internal sensations from our bodies and external
experiences via the neural structure of our brains. There is a
growing body of evidence supporting the claim that human
body is a component of consciousness rather than a
servant of the mind. Nonetheless, a comprehensive
understanding of mental functioning in real life will require
a highly detailed analysis of the interactions between the
mind and body. This Special Issue focuses on the mind–
body interactions elicited by exposing subjects to natural
stimulation or prompting subjects to perform sensoryguided movements. Innovative work from the perspectives
of cognition or methodology is acceptable. Preferably,
analysis is based on signals from at least two devices, such
as EEG in conjunction with ECG and respiration, or fNIRS in
conjunction with GSR. Topics that are applicable to clinical,
sport, education, or health settings are of particular
interest.
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Sensors is a leading journal devoted to fast publication of
the latest achievements of technological developments
and scientific research in the huge area of physical,
chemical and biochemical sensors, including remote
sensing and sensor networks. Both experimental and
theoretical papers are published, including all aspects of
sensor design, technology, proof of concept and
application. Sensors organizes Special Issues devoted to
specific sensing areas and applications each year.
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